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HG7D0S: PMI-ACP® Preparatory Course
Length: 3 days
Best suited for: professionals working on Agile teams or considering using Agile
Why the PMI Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI-ACP®) Certification?
The ability to deal with complexity in several different ways, thriving on rapid change to move
projects forward and the understanding of various agile ideas makes professionals sought after
across small and large organizations alike. While there are many different certificates one can
pursue, Project Management Institute’s Agile Certified Practitioner is increasing rapidly in numbers.
PMI is best known for its Project Management Professional (PMP®) certificate, which is one of the
most valuable certificates one could acquire as a project manager, so their recent entry into the agile
space was both expected and welcome. And the stats? PMI-ACP® is their fastest growing certificate,
making it a very exciting prospect for professionals aiming to show their competence and experience
with the agile mindset.
The course will:
- Provide the theoretical background necessary for the exam
- Explain the tools and techniques backed with real-life examples to make the understanding
easier
- Optionally with extra charge (99 USD/person): provide a question database with 480
questions (4 full tests) so that the participants can continue to prepare individually after the
course
PMI-ACP® Eligibility Requirements:
To be eligible for the PMI-ACP® credential, participants must meet certain educational and
professional experience requirements, listed in the following table:
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PMI-ACP® certification curriculum and the exam

The exam is based on the PMI-ACP® Examination Content Outline, a document developed by
PMI® that details the theoretical knowledge required for the exam.
The exam questions cover seven domains identified by PMI®. The three-hour test consists of
120 multiple-choice questions that are designed to measure the student’s comprehension of
both the agile mindset and its tools.
Students are required by PMI® to have completed agile-specific training before applying for
the exam – this course satisfies this requirement in full.

Course outline:

